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Abstract
Mala-Mawlid literatures along with their collective reciting culture, have
played a great role in the formation of sociocultural identity of Kerala
Muslims. More than little religiously or locally considerable composition
or presentation, they bridge the gap between Muslim minds and rituals, as
these presentations stood as a median for worship itself. Now, there are
some newfangled feelings to this, as some Muslim groups of Kerala, such
as Mujahids and Jamaa’t-e-Islami, who question the credibility of MalaMawlids, on the standards of Shirk or un-Islamic. Sunni Muslims, a major,
prominent group of Kerala Muslims, on the other hand, has retained their
ciphers and signs through such ritual practices. The issue has further
stretched in to the conflict of polytheism (Shirk) and monotheism too, as
David Parkin illustrates in the study of Swalihis (1994). Recent studies have
emphasized that the arguments over religious rituals turn on disagreements
to the correct method of rituals/prayers. This paper examines how these
Mala/Mawlids mobilize the Sunni groups of Kerala Muslims, to a selfidentified movement. It tries to figure out the spaces on which the questions
of identity and belongingness emerge very prominently in Muslim minds.
It also analyses, if at all, the other Muslim religious groups and movements,
in the present context feel hurt and claim for the “True Islam”.
Keywords: Mala-Mawlid, Sociology of Religion, Kerala Muslims, ritual
practices
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Introduction
Kerala has a vibrant history of rich Islamic literature. Taking stimulus directly from
Muslim countries like Yemen, a systematic attempt to the continuity of literary tradition
was retained through different centuries (Ho, 2006). Kerala has witnessed the
production of different kinds of literary works along with the expansion of significant
Muslim settlements in Kerala coast from fifteenth century. Most important among these
works were Malas and Mawlids. Mawlid (s) (colloquially called Maulid, moulood,
múlid, mulud, milad among other vernacular pronunciations) are the Arabic prosepoetic works composed on the life sketch of Sufis, Sayyids, Ulama, Umara, Shaheeds
etc. Earlier it was used for depicting the life and miracles of the Prophet himself in the
form of small prose-poetic works. It generally recited in the occasion of Milad al Nabi.
Later in the consequent periods large numbers of Mawlids were written about the other
historical and religious figures such as saints, scholars and martyrs. These were recited
in the annual Urus conducted in connection with their death anniversary. The main part
of the ritual is collective reciting of prose and poems (in Arabic, sometimes in
vernaculars) written extolling the remembered persons. In course of time, the
composition of Mawlids grew as a separate branch of knowledge and corresponding to
it Mawlid recitation became an integral part of everyday religious practices of the
masses. Historically speaking, the Mawlid literature has long tradition in Islamic
history, even though; they are known in different names in that period.

Mala-Mawlid Culture in Kerala
Mala-Mawlid literature has a deep history in Kerala. Though there were several
attempts in this regard in different parts of the world in various names, the Kerala
experience of Mawlid culture is distinguished in many senses. As well as the
composition of Mawlids, the presentation of Mawlid s (which is known as Mawlid
Majlis) also is noteworthy and unique. From the fifteenth century to the date Kerala has
witnessed hundreds of Mawlids on different scholastic personalities.
Malas are both Arabic and Arabi-Malayalam devotional poetic works that praise the
attributes of Sufis, Shaykhs, Shaheeds, Ulamas etc. Literally the term Mala means
necklace, here it represents continuous lines in a poem like the pearls in a necklace. It
tackles the life-sketch, historic events, adventures, miracles etc. Contrary to Mawlid,
Malas are of poetic style and lengthier in structure. Sometimes, it extends to different
chapters (parts) and hundreds of lines.
Mala-Mawlids and Community Formation
Mala-Mawlid literatures have played a great role in the formation and development of
sociocultural identity of Kerala Muslims, especially in northern wards. The abundant
copies of it available among Muslims of Kerala and the big number of its new
publishing and its wide popularity substantiate this reality. More than little religiously
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or locally considerable texts, it plays an important role in bridging the gap between
Muslim minds and rituals. It is undeniable that one of the important causes for the
continuity of Islamic revival in Kerala was its rich and variety religious literatures. In a
long span of time, Kerala Muslims have produced a big quantity of different literatures
which promote the Islamic awareness among the readers. These literatures had caused
for the development of an Islamic atmosphere and spirit of religiosity. The high literacy
rate of Kerala Muslims in religious subjects might have the result of this situation. The
various contents and beautiful subject combinations are the most important thing
regarding this little literature.
Sunnis of Kerala
The so-called Sunni groups of Kerala, introduce themselves not only as an established
religious groups or subgroups, but also a part of legitimate ritual practice in Islam. Here
when we discuss about the Malas and Mawlids, the very atmosphere of Keralite
Muslims is belonged to its Sunni groups, since they are the only one who practice such
rituals in Kerala. Even though this Sunni groups have developed from classical Sufism
and traditional rituals, it is not identical with it, and offers a world view and ritual that
distinguishes it from other Sunni groups in India. More peculiarly, there are many ritual
practices which feature the Sunni groups as the strong adherents of traditional ritual
practices. Mala Mawlids are one of them.
They believe that, performing and reciting such Malas and Mawlids is part of Islamic
teachings. They have justifications as there are recommendations to perform such
praising literature is primarily found in the Qur’an (33: 56) as follows:
“Undoubtedly Allah and His Angels send blessings on the Prophet. O’
you who believe! Send upon Him Blessings and salute Him with all
respect”. (33:56)
Patterns of Performance
Before describing each of the Mala Mawlids in detail it is helpful, first of all, to discuss
the common ceremonial pattern of the Mala Mawlids which shows them to be variants
of the same, general phenomenon. Usually the performing will have a fixed aim, may
be as a part of the necessary obligation or requirement, or for personal/familial
achievements, as they believe those needs will be fulfilled if they offer such praising
phrases to particular saints or wali’s. It also perfomed for the social, communal needs
too, as much of the earlier Mawlids and related literatures were penned for such needs.
In Kerala, more exclusively among Kerala Muslims such rituals are a common one.
Types
In the case of Kerala, it is a matter of surprise that most of the renowned scholars had
tried to at least one in their lifetime. Throughout centuries the Mawlid writing and its
recitation has become an integral part of Kerala Muslim life and culture.
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According to the available sources, Manqus Mawlid by Zainudheen Makhdum al
Kabeer (1467-1522), is the first Mawlid authored by a Keralite scholar. After Manqus
Mawlid, in a long span of time, Kerala had different experiences in Mawlid literature.
Some examples are: Sir-al-Asrar of Ahmed Ali Nediyirup, Bishr-al-Alam of Qadi
Sayyid Ahmed Jalali, Misk-al-Muattar of Muhammed Baqawi Nellikkuth, Lau’-alSiraj of Abdulla bin Ahmed, Manqool-min-Madh-al-Rasool of K.T. Manu Musliyar,
Thuhfat-al-Siraj of Ahmed bin Ali, Karunagappalli Mawlid of Thazawa Muhammed
Kunhi Musliyar, Al-Faid-al-Fathwiri of Kamaludheen Baqawi, Minhath-al-Qawi of
Areekkal Ahmed Musliyar, Fathah-ul-Kabeer of Karttu Kunhippari Musliyar, Nafhathal-Jaleela of Pangil Ahmed kutty Musliyar, Ma’din-al-Yawaqit of Sayyid Fadl, Mawlid
fi Manaqib Saykh Rifa‘i of Chappanangadi Hasan Musliyar etc.
According to the available sources, the first Arabic-Malayalam work was Muhyiddin
Mala by Qazi Muhammad of Calicut, written in 1607. Muhyiddin Mala was the
attributes of Abdul Qadir Jilani in the background of Qadiri Sufi order. It was followed
by several Malas in the same style. For example, Rifa‘i Mala (1812), Badar Mala,
Nafisath Mala, Shaduli Mala, Karamathu Mala (1864), Shahul Hameed Mala,
Manjakkulam Mala, Mahmood Mala (1872), Siddiq Mala, Hamzathu Mala (1879),
Suhrawardi Mala, Mampuram Mala, Jifri Mala, Makhdum Mala, Muthu Mala,
Uswathu Mala, Mu‘jizathu Mala, Safala Mala, Kottappalli Mala, Puthiya Muhyiddin
Mala, Shaykh Nuruddin Mala, Malappuram Mala, Qudrathu Mala, Cehmbiricka Mala,
Sayyid Madani Mala etc (Moinkutty, 2015). Each of them has its own duties and
influence in the community. The common discussions in this item were spirituality,
religiosity, Sufi attachments, ways of salvation, need of Tariqa etc. In another word, it
was the heartbeats of Kerala Muslims of that time.
Ritual and Paradigm
As Parkin underlines, the Islamic teachings along with their mediating agents mainly
the Imams or responsible office-bearers, are indeed more likely to see themselves as in
various ways more ‘orthodox’ or true to the original way of Islam. They and their
adversaries have been in existence since the emergence of Islam (Parkin, 1994).
Similarly, in Kerala, the reformist groups seek to eliminate supposed innovations of
belief and practice since the prophet’s lifetime. Such innovations are called bida’a, and
its followers who constitutes sunnis mostly, call their reformist counterparts ‘people of
the bida’a’.
Meaning and Intention
Though, the main and supreme aim of all materials is same, it was worked in society
from various aspects. Most of these were the Manaqib literatures that introduced good
qualities of Sufis, saints, Ulama etc. It persuaded the recovery of their righteousness
and religiosity, in order to retain in their day to day life. At the same time, the other
portion of the literature was defending their culture and identity from the intrusion of
foreign elements. Few of them narrated the events of war-fields and courage of Islamic
soldiers who fought in the forefront of Jihads and motivated them to be the part of this
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Jihad mentally. These kinds of Malas and songs have played a substantial role in anticolonial struggles in Kerala. So, most of them was officially banned for ever by the
British government. Even though, its guidance was a heroic experience for Mappila
Muslims for all time. In this line, the influence of Malas and Mawlids on the life and
culture of Muslims was not a negligible one. And it has a notable role in the continuity
Islamic revivalist thought in Kerala, in a world where modern and secular substitutes
are bridging this gap.
Mala Mawlids as a Mean to Approach God
However, the importance of Mawlids in Islamic tradition, especially for the Prophet,
has stimulated questions about the usefulness of sending blessings for the prophet since
his status was already perfect (al-Nabhani, 2006). Muslim theologians have responded
differently to this question. Al-Nabhani argued that after azan (the call to daily prayers)
has been performed, the Prophet asked the Muslims to pray for him so that God would
give him eternal rights of intercession and raise him to the highest rank. If this prayer
is granted by God, Al-Nabhani argued, then God will give the Prophet eternal rights of
intercession and raise him to the highest rank (al-Nabhani, 2006). Therefore, as he
concludes the prophet will benefit from the blessings given by the Muslims to him,
more clearly, whoever we praise, in the current context, Prophet would be the first one
to be praised and undoubtedly the reward is supposed to go to both prophet and the
respected one.
Many other scholars too are of the same opinion, like Ahmed bin Mubarak. He says the
said blessings to the Prophet Muhammad is for the benefit of themselves. Or in other
words, the rewards attained by Muslims come from the Prophet himself. So, in relation
to this, the Sufi saints too have been considered as the mediator to God, as those saints
are manifested and shown as the descendants of Prophet (Daftary, 2007).
What do the Texts Say?
The continuous discourses, which have been vibrant among Kerala Muslims, a
remarkable majority of them, are based on the religious texts. Since, the Islam in Kerala
has a direct connection with the Arabs and Arabia, and also the traditional scholarship,
the religious teachings and lineage of knowledge was based on Fiqh or Islamic
Jurisprudence, Keralite Muslim scholars, still has a strong sense of textual tradition.
Though the organizational stands are, and were different in many of the ritual Practices,
each and every religious groups are ready to accommodate the valid textual evidences,
and more surprisingly and visibly they are very much at odds category on the basis of
religious doctrines.
Peoples Understanding
Unlike some Muslim scholars who forbid Muslims from reciting the Mala-Mawlids,
the Keralite Sunni groups regard those poems/proses as appropriate to follow the
commands of God to send salawat (prayers or blessings) to His Prophet Muhammad or
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to the respective Walis or sufi saints. As a result, instead of regarding these MalaMawlids as innovations (bid’ah) to Islam, they consider reciting any respectful kind of
Malas/Mawlids to be lawful. In this respect, Noufal Koduvally one of the leaders of
those groups argued as follows:
“Since the meaning of Malas and Mawlids itself is prayer or
supplication, it cannot be bid’ah if Muslims compose texts of salats
or praising and recite the texts of same which were not taught by the
Prophet. Like prayer, the Prophet only asked Muslims to pray, but it
is not compulsory to pray any prayers. In other words, the Prophet
gave them the freedom”.
(interview on 10th March 2019)

Space for Mala Mawlids: The Community as a Performative Unit
Religions and religious texts base their beliefs, practices and norms of behavior which
typically claim to have originated in revelation or in other forms of divine inspiration.
This kind of legitimization is entailed with a process of interpretation of the Islamic
texts, and sometimes generates a creation of a wide-ranging interpretative system
(Headley & Parkin, 2018). However, the core theme of this study is directly related
with the interpretation of religious texts, within a tradition or on a comparative basis
between different traditions. It is quite interesting that though all fractions of Kerala
follow the same sources as their basic rules and laws, when it comes to practice, they
differ. This phenomenon which is seen in every religion as well as ideologies is as it is
in this form of variation.
In the context of Muslim Kerala, everybody has their own justification regarding their
stands, and they will support it by any cost. Muslim Kerala, which has no scarcity in
religious scholars, has a long tradition of following texts in its full meaning. The
situation continued up to 1920’s when after the Mappila riot some reformist ideology
started to root in Kerala. The newcomers interpreted the same text in another manner,
and they established their arguments based on those same resources which were
familiar for them for centuries. Quran, Hadiths, Ijma’ and Qiyas as the four fundamental
sources of Islamic sharia the new reformist started to dominate the stage. Sometimes
they added some more things like ijthihad (independent fact-finding research). All these
factors made the common people more confused. This is what the point from where the
debates started.
Claims Over ‘True Practice’ and ‘Real Ancestry’
Generally, Kerala people are more bothered about the religious ethics and practices
(Faisal, 2005). Religious teachings and stands have much importance even among the
commoners.
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Being a diverse field of practice Kerala’s religious organizations claim for the
truthfulness of their ideology and arguments. The debates over ‘true Practice’ have
been come to the frontier of all other debates that exist among Kerala Muslims (Faisal,
2005). The pattern and format which is followed by each groups and organizations has
been recommended to be followed by everywhere. After having a look at all these
differences, I found that the notion of ‘true Practice’ and ‘true Islam’ is embedded in
each one of these groups and organizations.
The Arabic term ‘Ahlu-Sunnah’ is important one for all groups in Islam, because it
stands for the real Islamic tradition, which is followed by the Salafs, from the prophetic
era itself. Literarily the term means that ‘The people who rightfully followed the
methodology of Prophet’. i.e. the real ancestors of the Prophet Muhammad (PBUH).
The Muslim world is more conscious about the power that this term gives to the holders.
The Prophet has added the term to himself and said whoever followed this tradition and
path he is with me (Bukhari, 1996 ; Muslim, 2007). Nowadays Islamic organizations
are more bothered about the evidences that prove the links and symbols which are
related to the real Islamic tradition, where everybody claims that they are the real people
of ‘Ahlu-Sunnah’ and only they are the real ancestor of prophet and his Sunnah.

Conclusion
The main object of this study has been to examine how these Mala/Mawlids mobilize
the Sunni groups of Kerala Muslims, to a self-identified movement. I have argued in
this study that despite criticism from other Salafi/Mujahid or Jama’at-e-Islami
Muslims, the ritual practices, Mala-Mawlids as a major one, can be legitimately
accepted as proper Islamic ritual since the aim of these practices is to attain closeness
to God, his Prophet, other Auliyas and sufi saints. Throughout this work, I have
presented a wide-ranging discussion of Mala-Mawlid literatures, its composition and
presentation prevailed in Kerala region of Kerala. Most of their rituals are observable
because they are widespread in almost every areas of Kerala. This discussion includes
consideration as to how Sunni groups regard their practices within Islam despite the
criticism from Kerala Salafi groups and members of newly emerged reformist
movements. The spaces also should be considered on which the questions of identity
and belongingness emerge very prominently in Muslim minds. Therefore, for Keralite
Sunni groups, the reciting of Mala-Mawlids are not simply an oral recitation of the
blessing phrase for the Prophet or other sufi saints but should be seen as a means to
communicate spiritually with them. The very visible ciphers and signs of the
performance itself hold for their communal and cultural identity.
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